
Welcome Summer: 

Time for Exploration and 

Adventures!  
 

In lieu of IIT’s Island Explorations program, we will be offering 

Nature Detective Kits for the Summer of 2021, for children 

ages 3-7. These kits are designed to help children explore all 

summer long at IIT’s 10 trails and preserves! 

 

Beginning July 1st, Nature Detective Kits will be available for 

pick-up at the Alice L. Pendleton Library. Stop by when the 

library is open and ask for one at the front desk! 
 

Then, come back to the library each week to find something 

new to explore at a different IIT location! 
 

7/6—Turtle Head & the Hinkle Preserve 

7/13—Blueberry Hill Preserve 

7/20—Hutchins Marsh & Island 

7/27—The Herbert Preserve 

8/3—Big Tree Beach & The Narrows Preserve 

8/10—Broad Point Preserve 

8/17– The Lily Guest Trail 

 

For more information, contact Chloe Joule at 

iitcjoule@gmail.com or (207) 734-6907 
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growing crops or grazing livestock. Today, only about 

700,000 acres of land are used in this way. (https://

www.mainefarmlandtrust.org/reclaiming-maines-

lost-farmland-and-rethinking-how-we-farm/) 

Records of Islesboro’s agricultural past suggest a rich 

heritage perhaps equal to its nautical past.  In a 

section of this open space that we now call the 

planting area, because we discovered it to be 

comparatively rock-free and level, we intend to plant 

a new apple orchard in a few years. In anticipation, 

as we work to control the resurgence of really 

troublesome plants like the barberry that were here, 

North Bradford Enterprise erected fencing for the 

future apple orchard early in the spring. Jon Kerr and 

I cut, cleaned and moved about 60 twelve-foot-long 

fence posts to the area from a stand of cedar on the 

property. Inside that area, as a step toward better 

vegetation management, Michael Hutcherson and 

Pam Larson plan to grow potatoes this summer. 

Most of the nearly 30 old apple trees on the 

property, which the trail to the shore winds beneath, 

had brown tail moth nests and dead wood removed 

as a first step toward their reinvigoration. 

The Blueberry Hill Preserve keeps offering-up fresh treasures and insights. I spoke with Ace 

Rolerson about the well found near the former Grange Hall. He agreed to research Doug Grinnell 

and Horace Sprague records to see whether we can learn more about this water source.  

A few feet away from the well, the rusting remnants of a windmill lie wrapped in plant growth. 

Given cable in the vicinity, the windmill seems likely to have generated electricity for the Grange.  

“Islesboro’s agricultural past suggests a rich heritage perhaps equal 
to its nautical past.” 

Blueberry Hill Preserve: Natural Heritage 

Since the purchase of the Blueberry Hill 

Preserve in August 2019, we reclaimed an 

estimated four and one-half acres of what had 

become primarily barberry, with other 

undesirable plants, and began restoration of a 

similar size area of blueberries. Adding the 

existing field acre around the former location 

of the Islesboro Grange Hall, now mostly 

grasses, milkweed and other relatively tame 

but rustic greenery, we now manage a full 10 

acres of agricultural or agricultural-capable 

land at the Blueberry Hill Preserve. 

Who knows how many hundreds, probably 

thousands of barberry plants have been 

turned into mulch? Beginning in 2019, Jack 

Earl, Jon Kerr, Jon Dove, Silas Babbidge, Kevin 

Durkee, Nick Day, Trevor Dakers, Brian Evans 

and I reclaimed land that once must have 

been part of a healthy, vigorous farm. It's 

nearly impossible to fully capture the open 

space there now in one picture. However, the 

pictures below and on the next page help to 

illustrate the extent of this open area.  

The Blueberry Hill Preserve conjures thoughts 

about the island's agricultural past, inspires 

ideas about the island’s agricultural future 

and also raises the humbling realization that 

truly converting this space to field, orchard, 

other crops and blueberries will take a huge 

commitment of time and resources! 

According to the Maine Farmland Trust, in the 

1880s, 6.5 million of Maine’s 20 million acres 

was cleared land used for farming—either for 
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By removing several barberry and other woody shrubs in the understory near the property’s 

northwestern boundary soon, a picturesque stand of White Ash will transform into something 

bucolic and possibly elfish. 

Not more than 50 yards from the Blueberry Hill Preserve parking area, a great Horned Owl reared 

two young in late winter and early spring. Sighting the fuzzy pair was a huge treat for many 

human visitors, though the crows in the neighborhood were not pleased. The owlets appear to 

have fledged successfully and may well be roaming the woods and open areas of North Islesboro 

as I write. 

The Blueberry Hill Preserve has its own story to tell, if we listen. I hope you have a chance to visit. 

Steve Miller 

… Continued from Previous Page 

“The Blueberry Hill Preserve has its own story to tell, if we listen. I 
hope you have a chance to visit soon.” 



IIT Members Are Growing! 

As springtime warms the earth and 
we watch buds and blossoms 
emerge and grow, here at IIT a 
positive trend of upward growth is 
also evident. 
 
Thirty-one new donors joined IIT’s 
membership in the current fiscal 
year, bringing the total number of 
members to 243 – an increase by 
almost one eighth.  A brief, com-
parative analysis of our entire 
membership for this year reflects 
incremental increases at each 
giving level.  A portion of members 
expressed their appreciation of 
what we do – educational out-
reach, advocacy and access to 
trails and preserves – by giving a 
little more. 
 
Let’s keep this trend going.  If we 
all take an opportunity to ask 
someone we know who gives to IIT 
to consider increasing their giving 
level, then this upward trend will 
not only be evident this spring but 
throughout all the seasons. 
 
Robyn Congdon 

Outdoor Education in Your Backyard 

The Islesboro Islands Trust trails and 

preserves are a wonderful way for children to 

explore and learn in the outdoors - whether 

it’s with each other, their families or on their 

own!  

However, for the days when you are not able 

to make it to the trails, it is also nice to know 

that you can still learn and engage with 

nature at home, no matter how small your 

outdoor space. Below are some tips on how 

to make outdoor learning successful as well as 

ideas that can easily be integrated into an at-

home learning environment and can be 

adapted to suit different ages and subject 

needs.   

Things To Consider Before Heading Outside: 

“There is no such thing as bad weather, only 

unsuitable clothing” – Alfred Wainwright. The 

first thing to do, in order to make sure you 

have a successful outdoor learning session, is 

to dress appropriately for the weather. When 

exploring outside at home, it is easy to say to 

oneself, “Oh, I can just run back inside and 

grab something if I need it.” But, that 

approach can often lead to a disjointed 

learning experience and the loss of 

momentum when getting into a lesson or 

exploration. Check the weather for the day in 

your area and plan your outdoor adventure 

like you are going to a different location to 

explore, making sure you are prepared for all 

that may come your way. In Maine, this 

typically means wearing layers, as the 

mornings begin cool but can heat up quickly 

in the late spring and summer. I find it helpful 

to have an “Exploration Pack” at the ready 

with basic necessities to keep myself and my 

child comfortable outside: sunscreen, bug 

spray, sun protection clothing, first aid kit, 

wet wipes, wet bag (for messy/wet clothes), 

change of clothes – and depending on the 
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season, I also pack a raincoat/boots or water shoes or a windbreaker, never knowing where our 

adventures might take us. And I always make sure to pack plenty of snacks and water as outdoor 

adventuring works up a hunger! 

Gear your explorations toward your child’s interests and let them set the tone and pace of your 

adventure. Though it can be tempting to try to structure an outing to suit particular learning 

needs, it can be far more effective to meld your lesson plans into something your child is already 

invested in. Not to say that if you see something exciting, you shouldn’t draw your child’s 

attention to it – sharing enthusiasm for nature is one of the best parts of outdoor explorations! 

Now onto the Exploring Part! Here are some building blocks and tools to implement in your 

backyard explorations: 

1. Bring a few basic exploration tools with you. We have an “Exploration” or “Detective” Kit 

we bring with us when exploring that can include: a magnifying glass, binoculars or 

telescope (real or homemade – doesn’t make a difference – the purpose is to allow a child 

to focus on something specific that they may not have noticed otherwise), a Specimen 

observation jar (for temporary, on-site observations of living insects, arachnids and small 

animals), and mesh collection bags (for non-living treasures). Other great tools to include 

could be a measuring tape, clipboard, a nature journal & pencil or other observation-

focused worksheets you may have. Having your child carry these tools with them, in a small 

pack of their own, can help them feel responsible for their own learning and let them know 

that it is time for outdoor explorations.   

 

“ T h e r e  i s  n o  s u c h  t h i ng  a s  b a d  w e a t h e r,  
o n l y  u n su i t ab l e  c l o t h i n g ”  –  A l f r e d  
Wa i nw r i g ht   

… Continued on Next Page 



“The outdoors sustains endless inspiration …” 

2. Have areas of your yard where your child can explore thoroughly and freely. By this, I mean 

all levels and layers of the environment. If you can, have a spot where it is okay for your 

child to excavate and turn the soil – exploring the hidden underground world. Let an area of 

your yard be “wild” with beneficial and native vegetation that will attract insects, birds and 

small animals for you to discover. If you are fortunate to have a good tree to climb, do it! – 

And explore the world of tree canopies. Even if you can’t climb a tree, much of this world 

can still be explored from the ground, so don’t miss out on it. Also, try to have a designated 

place where your child can sit and record their findings – whether it’s a couple of old 

stumps or a table and chair – somewhere where they can sit comfortably, collect their 

thoughts and write/draw/color on a flat surface. 

3. Use your nature explorations to feed into subjects other than environmental science and 

biology: use natural and found objects to create art projects; read a book outside or 

compose a story or poem – the outdoors is an endless inspiration for language arts; physics, 

chemistry and math can all be taught outdoors – send a soil sample off to get tested and 

learn about its chemical makeup and pH balance, learn about photosynthesis and the 

chemical process that allows plants to make their food, build an outdoor shelter (make it as 

simple or complex as you want) and discuss angles, measurements and shapes -  or simply 

count, add and subtract insects you see. Learning outdoors can be adapted to all age levels 

and be applied to all subject matters. 

4. Use other focused tools to enhance your learning experience. Don’t be afraid to integrate 

technology in the outdoors when it feels appropriate. Smartphones and tablets can be a 

wonderful all-in-one, portable tool to help with plant and wildlife identification, or to 

record sounds, videos and photos that can allow us to bring the outdoors-in, after the 

lesson is done. 

Some helpful Apps for identification & nature exploration: 

Birds: Merlin Bird ID, Audubon, Smart Bird ID  
Animals & Tracks: iNaturalist, MyNature 
AnimalTracks 
Butterflies & Insects: Butterfly Collection, Seek 
Plants: Seek, iNaturalist, MyNature Tree Guide 

Some Helpful Resources to Support Outdoor 

Education: 

Maine Environmental Education Association 
(MEEA): https://www.meeassociation.org/ 
Maine Project Learning Tree: https://meplt.org/ 
Project Wild: https://www.fishwildlife.org/
projectwild 
Maine Audubon: https://maineaudubon.org/ 

Have fun exploring! 

Chloe Joule  
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Trails and Preserves 
Stewardship 

Brian Evans, IIT’s Stewardship 
Assistant, and Jon Kerr, 
Stewardship Ombudsman, 
continue to bring smiles to faces 
with their work on the IIT trails 
and bridges, ensuring that we 
can readily touch the island’s 
natural environment in many 
ways at many locations. 
 
New elevated bridging at Broad 
Point through a section of the 
classic Northern Cedar Swamp 
keeps walkers out of the mud 
and helps the native plants 
continue to grow undisturbed in 
this portion of the wetland. 
More elevated bridging through 
the rest of the swamp, planned 
for the fall, will complete the 
process. 
 
Brian and Jon also improved the 
bridging in the wet area on the 
Lily Guest Trail and added a new 
bridge across a small stream at 
Blueberry Hill. 

… Continued from Previous Page 




